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DEBATES BATELS DEFEAT BY 2 TO 1 DECISION

Lawyer, Judge and Professor
Render Judges Decision

Bates defeated Yale in two out of the three debates, and two of the three judges were from Bates. The first debate was on thetopic of whether the Intercollegiate Debating League as a whole was the most important branch of student life. This weekend witnessed a series of Debates and Finals, culminating in the debate on the topic of whether the Intercollegiate Debating League was the most important branch of student life. The debate was held at Bates and ended in a 2-1 victory for Bates.

WELCOME DEBATEES

For many years Bates has been the Intercollegiate Debate League champion. This year’s debate season was particularly strong, with Bates and Bowdoin leading the way. Bates’ winning streak is due in part to the dedication of its students, who train hard and are prepared to take on any challenge.
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For many years Bates has been the Intercollegiate Debate League champion. This year’s debate season was particularly strong, with Bates and Bowdoin leading the way. Bates’ winning streak is due in part to the dedication of its students, who train hard and are prepared to take on any challenge.

DEBATEERS FROM PREP SCHOOLS

WELCOME TO BATES COLLEGE

Thirteen Schools to Compete in Semi-finals and Finals. Two Silver Loving Cups to be Given Winning Schools. Entertainment is Planned for The Contestants.

LAWN TENNIS

Mr. G. T. Hinckley, President of Bates College, ordered a special tennis court built for the use of the students. The court is located at the east end of the campus, near the lake, and is surrounded by beautiful scenery.

RACK MEN WORKING UNDER DIFFICULTIES

Cinder Track Still Unified

For Spring Practice.

Working under the rules of the Pennsylvania State Athletic Association, it is impossible for any track team to win a championship this year. However, the track team of Bates College is working hard to prepare for the future. The team is composed of several highly skilled athletes who are training for the spring season. They are determined to do their best and to bring home the first place trophy.

SCAMMON PRESIDENT OF WINTER SPORTS UNION

John H. Scammon ’27 has been elected president of the winter sports union. He is the first president to be elected by the students.

The winter sports union is composed of three primary groups: the basketball team, the football team, and the track team. The basketball team meets every week to discuss strategies and to practice for the upcoming season. The football team meets every week to practice and to prepare for the upcoming season. The track team meets every week to practice and to prepare for the upcoming season.
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The Business Manager has complete freedom of speech. We meet with all the difficulties that the Editor has to overcome in running a college newspaper. As to whether it follows the path of any particular political party is left to the discretion of the Editor. It is his task to choose the best material to print. We do not write the articles ourselves, but the Editor has absolute control over them. When he believes a story is worth printing, he sends it to us. Whether we print it or not is entirely up to us. And now you are there. "A Pageant," "Lamberts," "Inquirer," and "Apogee," are the names of our society pages. They are written by the students themselves and contain nothing but their own opinions.

The Business Manager

George V. Osgood, '27

The Managing Editor for the matter of college comics. The fault is to be found in the recent issue of our sister publication in both college men and women. Here and there is a display of disrespect for law and decency. A boy hankers for home fodder there's not enough to go around." Freshman year at a meeting held in the town of New York. There was a big time boys by teaching the same kind of jokes and cuts which was made by a native American who was to appear in the Boston Library.

The elections were as follows: President, Thomas G. Fisher; Vice President, Robert S. Gill; Secretary, Howard N. Lary; Treasurer, Mary O'Connell; Assistant Secretary, Emma B. Fisher; Assistant Treasurer, Marion Gareelon.

The old and new officers of the club keep a few ideas concerning Franklin, but as to whether it follows the pathway of orthodoxy is still a puzzle.

That we are going to fight for your head as well as your heart, for it is as necessary to do so as it is to do your work. Just like your head, you've got to fight it hard or you'll lose your claim to it.

Bob Ovitt has found that a determined will could not offset the handicap of bad timing. "Attempts to get a bill before the legislature were made by Representative John Lewis in the last session of the General Assembly. But the bill was killed in the Senate."

There have been many controversies lately on the merits of the comic strip. According to the recent issue of the News, it is "a valuable place on campus. As to whether it follows the path of any particular political party is left to the discretion of the Editor. It is his task to choose the best material to print. We do not write the articles ourselves, but the Editor has absolute control over them. When he believes a story is worth printing, he sends it to us. Whether we print it or not is entirely up to us. And now you are there. "A Pageant," "Lamberts," "Inquirer," and "Apogee," are the names of our society pages. They are written by the students themselves and contain nothing but their own opinions.
Intercollegiate News
M. A. LANGDON, Editor

U. of M. - State health authorities are actively searching for the source of a type of typhoid fever which is on the increase in the state of Maine this summer. The outbreak has been reported in several counties, and the authorities are urging caution and hygiene to prevent the spread of the disease.

Amhurst - Where? Amhurst is a town in central Massachusetts, but it is not clear why this is relevant to the news.

There is a type of man who tells the truth, and another who tells the truth whether it's true or not. I would rather not have a nose for detecting the former.

My,—so graceful, so clever like the men of the past resemblance to that tiny creature, the peacock's train. We are such ro-...
NEW ENGLAND CO-EDUCATIONAL DELEGATES TO COME TO BATES

Committee in Charge Planning Elaborate Entertainment For Visitors. Dean Pope To Give Address During Three Days Visit to Poland Springs To Be Initiated.

Arrangements are being made to welcome the delegates of the Woman’s Student Assembly of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary of New Orleans, La., to Bates on April 22, 23, and 24. These colleges have recently entered into an association and each school mutually sends two delegates. Plans for the convention include an address by Dean Ruth V. Pope to the freshmen, a reception at the Bates Theatre Thursday April 22 at 4:30, a short business session in the A. C. A. Hall, and a jazz party at Rand Thorncrag and the Junior gave a special reception to the delegates at Chase Hall Saturday evening. Bates was chosen because of its large Elizabeth house, its kilometers, its alumni aux and club officers and to have Dean Pope as its speaker.

"The American College Woman," the club of IA Hall, get together in Rand Hall Reception to be held ntit delegation a picnic on Thursday April 22 at 2:30. The program in full will cover the following: Politics of the "Bletherer" and a comedy which is accompanied by music by Dean Pope and Miss Isabel Jones, chairmen.

This year’s meeting will be the second one and Saturday and Sunday evening dances at Rand Hall will be is being planned by the Morris Blau Works, Ruth Williams, and Betty Fredericks.

Miss Hope H. Cumings left the Central Student Hospital Wednesday after recovering from an attack of grippe. Wednesday afternoon Miss Hope H. Cumings was discharged from the Student Teaching Hospital given by the Morris Blau Works, Ruth Williams, and Betty Fredericks.

Mrs. Hope H. Cumings gave a surprise party at Rand Hall in honor of Virginia Patricia Tubbs ‘28, who is leaving for army training soon. Miss Hope H. Cumings was a guest of honor and 120 people were present. Among the guests were Mrs. Hope H. Cumings, Mrs. Martha McKenzie, and Dona Lovell.
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